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GRNY Renovation Raises Home Value For Clients With Kitchen Renovation & Bathroom
Remodeling Service

Professional kitchen renovation, bathroom remodeling, and other home improvement services by GRNY are
helping clients to increase the resale value of their homes in order to remain competitive in the current real
estate market.

July 30, 2009 - PRLog -- Forest Hills, NY  - GRNY, a New York-based leader in home remodeling and
renovation, has been providing professional home improvement services to improve real estate value for
clients in Manhattan and throughout the Greater NY area.   

According to company officials, the kitchen and bathroom are the most influential rooms in a home, and
can have a significant impact on the buyer’s decision to make a purchase.  
“We’ve seen it time and time again,” reports Mr. I Koch, owner of GRNY. “Homes that have professional
kitchen remodels and bathroom renovations are quick to sell, while those that lack desirable features such
as backsplashes and modern fixtures remain on the market for longer.  In the current real estate market, the
buyer has more choices, which means that the seller must make more of an effort in these key areas of the
home.”

Koch emphasizes that kitchen remodeling and bathroom remodeling, while popular among home sellers, is
not limited to these types of clients.  “Rather than upgrading to a larger home, many of our clients are
choosing to instead remodel their kitchens and bathrooms for long-term property value.  Our team works
with them to transform an outdated kitchen or bathroom into an oasis of luxury, function, and style.”

In addition to kitchen renovation and bathroom remodeling, Koch says that clients choose to add resale
value with painting, flooring, decks and patios, and other general carpentry upgrades.

About GRNY Renovation

GRNY Renovation has been remodeling properties in NYC Metro Area, NJ and Long Island, NY since
1998.  Since its inception, GRNY has developed into one of the area's leading general contractors.  Today,
GRNY serves the Forest Hills, Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx, Bayside, Upper East Side, Upper West Side,
Riverdale, East Village, Financial District, SoHo, Chelsea, Greenwich Village, Williamsburg, TriBeCa,
Cambria Heights areas and beyond.

GRNY Renovation has established its reputation as the remodeling company of choice on properties
ranging from home renovations, commercial offices and institutions of all sizes. All projects completed by
GRNY share the commonalities of meticulous care and attention to detail.  

Specializing in high quality bathroom remodeling, kitchen renovation, and home improvement, GRNY
Renovation works with private clients and professional interior designers to accomplish projects swiftly and
efficiently.

For more information, please visit http://www.GRNYrenovation.com or call (516) 299-9271.
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